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BSTRACT 

ioinformatics is a field known for the numerous 

tandar ds and f ormats that ha ve been de veloped 

ver the years. This plethora of formats, sometimes 

omplementary, and often redundant, poses many 

hallenges to bioinformatics data anal ysts. The y 

onstantly need to find the best tool to convert their 
ata into the suitab le format, whic h is often a com- 
lex, technical and time consuming task. Moreover, 

hese small yet important tasks are often difficult to 

ake reproducible. To overcome these difficulties, 
e initiated BioConvert, a collaborative project to 

acilitate the conversion of life science data from 

ne format to another. BioConvert a g gregates ex- 
sting software within a single framework and com- 
lemented them with original code when needed. 

t pr o vides a common interface to make the user 
xperience more streamlined instead of having to 

earn tens of them. Currently, BioConvert supports 

bout 50 formats and 100 direct conversions in ar- 
as such as alignment, sequencing, ph ylogen y, and 

ariant calling. In addition to being useful for end- 
sers, BioConvert can also be utilized by de veloper s 

s a universal benchmarking framework for evaluat- 
ng and comparing numerous conversion tools. Ad- 
itionally, we pr o vide a web server implementing an 

nline user-friendly interface to BioConvert, hence 
llowing direct use for the community. 
M
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NTRODUCTION 

ver the past few decades, bioinformatics has produced a 

arge number of open source software tools and formats 
ithin the academic community. Twenty years ago, in 2002, 

 1 ) was already making this observation. Nowadays, these 
ools, including those designed specifically for Next Gen- 
ration Sequencing (NGS), are available in various flavors 
nd le v els of comple xity: single software ( 2 ), libraries for de-
elopers ( 3 ), suite of applications on w e bsites ( 4 ), and set
f NGS workflows ( 5 , 6 ). Installing and using these tools 
an be challenging in many ways. In particular, it r equir es 
nowledge of numerous biological formats, making it very 

hallenging for life scientists to i) make the files suitable for 
he input of a gi v en tool, ii) connecting the output of one
ool to the input of an other tool, iii) to extract metadata 

rom output files for subsequent analysis. To address these 
hallenges, the open source community has made signifi- 
ant progress in different areas. First of all, in the software 
mplementation and installation perspecti v e, great efforts 
ave been made to provide reusable and documented soft- 
are. For example, the Bioconda ( 7 ) project offers a large 

election of bioinformatics packages (over 7000) that are 
re-compiled for various platforms. Other r esour ces, such 

s Python’s Pypi, R’s Bioconductor, and Perl’s CRAN, also 

rovide a wealth of packages for common programming 

anguages in life sciences. Additionnaly, large efforts have 
een made in the inventory, classification and description 

f bioinformatics tools. For example, EDAM ontology ( 8 ) 
as been de v eloped to classify and describe bioinformatics 
ools and da ta forma ts in a machine understandable way. 

or e r ecently, Bio.tools ( 9 ) has been designed to provide 
 catalogue of bioinformatics tools with their annotations 
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(including EDAM), in order to facilitate the search for tools
to be integrated in workflows. Despite the abundance of re-
sources, it can still be difficult for new users to navigate this
dynamic environment and identify the best software tools
for a gi v en task. Ev en e xperienced users may face challenges
with the continuous emergence of new software and the po-
tential for older tools to become obsolete or lack mainte-
nance. In particular, complex NGS analysis often r equir es
the use of many conversion tools, increasing the knowledge
and expertise r equir ed to perform conversions across vari-
ous omics data types (e.g., genomics, transcriptomics, epi-
genetics). Web services ar e fr equently used in the field of life
sciences, with the NCBI and EBI institutes being two signif-
icant providers of online tools and services, including many
conv ersion tools. For e xample, the EBI’s seqret service ( 10 )
allows users to convert various standard sequencing for-
ma ts, including those tha t are no longer supported. While
users can typically only upload a small number of files at
a time, these online r esour ces can also be accessed through
programming. For instance, the BioServices library ( 11 ) al-
lows Python users to pro grammaticall y access w e b services
from within their code. Although useful, relying on online
r esour ces may not be the best solution as compared to stan-
dalone applications. Indeed, the application programming
interface (API) may change over time and may also suffer
from delay due to the upload and download of large files
(a common situation in life sciences). Ther efor e, local stan-
dalone software is usually a far more efficient solution. 

Another challenge for users is that new data formats are
frequently introduced as new technologies emerge (for ex-
ample, the FAST5 format from Nanopore ( 12 ), the consen-
sus file from PacBio ( 13 )). A community centered around
a common software tool for converting life sciences data
would enable the integration of new technologies and soft-
ware at a faster pace. Ther e ar e alr eady man y con version
tools currently available, such as ReadSeq ( 14 ), SBFC ( 15 ),
Seqr et, Gotr ee / Goalign ( 16 ), etc. Howe v er, they are dis-
persed, each of them only support a limited number of for-
mats, they may be difficult to install, or may not be opti-
mized for efficient use (e.g., to be applied on huge datasets).

To overcome these limitations, we initiated BioConvert ,
a collaborati v e project that aims at providing a common
interface f or con verting life science data from one format
to another. It currently supports 50 formats and 100 con-
versions across various expert knowledge domains such
as variant calling, phylogenetics, sequencing and sequence
alignments. In this manuscript, we describe the methodol-
ogy we employed and design choices that we have imple-
mented to facilitate the easy integration of new format con-
v ersions into BioCon v ert . We also demonstra te the ability
to benchmark multiple methods for specific conversions, in
order to select the most efficient tool for each format con-
version. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

BioConvert is a software library written in Python that uti-
lizes an object-oriented a pproach, w here all conversions in-
herit from a common class. This design ensures that de v el-
opers follow a consistent set of guidelines and makes it eas-
ier to extend the library over the long term. Our primary
goal while designing BioConvert was to provide a single
command line interface for end-users, as demonstrated in
the Results section. 

BioConvert pro vides tw o main functionalities that are
described below: i) a format conv ersion frame wor k de-
signed to convert data between formats, and ii) a bench-
mar k frame wor k designed to test the efficiency of all inte-
grated tools and help selecting the most efficient tools for
each conversion. 

Conv ersion frame work 

Regarding the conversion framework, we provide two kinds
of implementations. The first ones consists of original im-
plementations de v eloped in Python within BioConvert , and
are well adapted for simple conversions such as FastQ to
FastA sequencing data format. These nati v e implementa-
tions have the benefit of reducing the number of external
dependencies. The second kind of implementations trans-
parently integrates external tools in BioConvert ’s own struc-
ture and call them by interacting with the host system. This
approach is well adapted to more advanced conversions in-
volving more complex formats. In this case, it is often more
efficient to use external tools, especiall y w hen they are well-
established and known to be effective. For example, Bio-
Convert uses SAMtools ( 3 ) or BAMtools ( 17 ) software to
perf orm con versions of read alignment f ormats (SAM and
BAM). This approach allows BioConvert to le v erage the
strengths of existing tools while still providing a unified in-
terface for users, which makes it highly suitable for integra-
tion in large workflows (see Supplementary). 

Since BioConvert relies on external libraries, changes to
those libraries may affect the conversion process. To miti-
ga te this risk, BioConv ert includes a comprehensi v e set of
tests, together with test da ta, tha t can be easily extended.
This is a common practice for large libraries, and BioCon-
vert encourages its usage. To perform these tests, input and
output files for each converter are required. These files are
used for the testing suite, but they can also act as examples
for users. They are typically kept small to facilitate auto-
matic testing with a continuous integration running on a
weekly basis or as soon as a change occurred in the library.

BioConvert was designed for easy integration of new con-
v ersions. Technically, each conv ersion deri v es from a sin-
gle class that defines common methods and attributes. As
shown in Figure 1 , a conversion from format A to B is
named A2B (line 3) and must have at least one valid method
performing the conv ersion. Howe v er, multiple methods can
be defined, typically for providing se v eral alternati v e tools
(see lines 7 and 11). Methods must be named with the
method prefix followed by a user-defined identifier, and

they can either use external libraries or be implemented in
pure Python. As shown in Figure 1 , it is possible to write a
ne w conv ersion in just a fe w lines of code. 

In BioConvert , we have implemented a framework that
automaticall y anal yses code to detect ne w conv ersions,
making it easy for de v elopers to add their own methods.
W hen integra ted in the BioConvert library, the code is auto-
matically parsed to extract the necessary information about
the converter: i) the name of the conversion (in this case,
A2B), ii) its input and output formats (A and B), and iii) the
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Figure 1. Template of a new converter perf orming con version from format 
A to format B. Methods are implemented using Python and optionally 
external binaries. 
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Figure 2. Example of an implicit conversion where extensions suffice for 
inferring the type of conversion r equir ed. 

Figure 3. Example of an explicit conversion where extensions can not be 
resolved automatically. 
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efault conversion method. This information is then made 
vailable for users of the bioconvert standalone (e.g., in 

he command help), with no additional work r equir ed by 

he de v elopers. In the e xample gi v en in Figur e 1 , we pr esent
 conversion from format A to B, and show how to imple- 
ent two methods called ‘python’ and ‘EXE’. It is worth 

oting that BioConvert allows the integration of an unlim- 
ted number of methods for a gi v en conv ersion. That is why
ndicating a default method is important for typical end- 
sers (in Figure 1 , the ‘python’ method is defined as the 
efault on line 4). One of the major advantages of having 

ultiple methods available for a single conversion is that de- 
elopers can easily benchmark their methods against those 
lready available in BioConvert using our conversion bench- 
ar k frame wor k. 

enchmarking fr amew ork 

enchmarking is a key aspect of BioConv ert , tha t can be 
erformed in se v er al ways: from within the libr ary (for
e v elopers), from the BioConvert command line interface 
for end-users), or through a Snak emak e ( 18 ) pipeline for
ore intensi v e testing. For a gi v en conv ersion and method,

enchmarking results can be impacted by various factors, 
ncluding the size of the input file, the type of data, the 
umber of threads, and the CPU and hard drive perfor- 
ances. Some external tools may also r equir e initialization 

ime before processing the data. To help de v elopers com- 
are their methods to those already available in BioConvert 

n the fairest way, we have implemented a benchmarking 

rocedure that runs conversions multiple times and com- 
utes distributions (see Results for more information). 
To facilitate better comparisons, we also provide some 

arger input files for benchmarking purposes. Output files 
r e not r equir ed, as the focus of this specific test is not
n measuring the exactitude of the conversion, but rather 
n measuring the computational time r equir ed to pro- 
ess input files. Since input files may be large and mul- 
iple con versions ma y be perf ormed, it is not practical 
o store these files within the BioConvert library. To eas- 
ly access these files, we have created a Zenodo commu- 
ity https: // zenodo.org / communities / bioconvert / to pub- 

icly store benchmarking files. These files are only provided 

hen more than one method has been implemented for a 

i v en conv ersion. 
ESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

n extensible and robust Python library 

ioCon vert was de v eloped using the Python programming 

anguage to create a fle xib le and e xtensib le library. The 
bject-oriented approach of the language was used to im- 
lement a common parent class shared by all converters (see 
igure 1 ). The library provides e xtensi v e documentation 

vailable online at https: // bioconvert.readthedocs.io, up- 
a ted automa tically after each modification of the library. 
t is important to ensure that conversions remain valid af- 
er any update. Ther efor e, we have included a large set of 
ests that are run whene v er the library is updated. The cov- 
r age r ate of this test suite is higher than 90%, which is a
igh standard. It is integrated with the GitHub CI action 

rame wor k, with one wor kflow per conv ersion, making the 
ntegration process fast and modular. 

n intuitive command line tool 

ioConvert is designed to be simple and intuiti v e for end- 
sers, with the goal of providing a common syntax for all 
onversions that r equir es as few arguments as possible. To 

chie v e this, we have implemented an implicit mode 
here the type of conversion is inferred from the input and 

utput file extensions. For example, the command in Fig- 
re 2 converts an input FastQ file to an output FastA file, 
ithout explicitly specifying the type of conversion. 
The mechanism behind implicit conversions is based on a 

egistry of common file format extensions used in BioCon- 
ert . Based on the extensions of the input and output file 
ames, BioConvert infers the desired conversion. Although 

t is common for FastQ files to hav e e xtensions such as .fq
nd for FastA files to have .fa extensions, there may be 
ome variations ( .fastq , .fasta , etc.). This is why it is pos-
ible to register multiple extensions for a given format. In 

ases where users use non-standard extensions, the implicit 
ode may not be able to resolve the extensions. In these 

ases, users can switch to the explicit mode by speci- 
ying the r equir ed conversion manually like the example in 

igure 3 . 
Because the explicit mode specifies the type of conver- 

ion, the second argument can be omitted. Consider for in- 
tance the conversion of the SAM alignment format into its 
inary version (BAM). You can use the explicit mode that 
ill create a BAM output file with the same base filename 

in Figure 4 : ‘test’) and will set the rele vant e xtension. Of
ourse, you can be explicit again if you need a different out- 
ut file as shown in Figure 5 . 
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Figure 4. Example of an explicit conversion with an implicit output. 

Figure 5. Example of an explicit conversion with an explicit output. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Users can also use the transiti v e conv ersion mode with the 
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A versatile set of conversions for life sciences 

We have described two examples of conversions involving
common formats, such as sequencing and read alignment
formats such as FastQ, FastA, SAM, and BAM formats.
As of the time of writing, BioConv ert ’s la tests release in-
cludes 50 formats and 100 conversions. Figure 6 shows a
directed acyclic graph representing all possible conversions.
Some formats are highly connected due to their common us-
age in sequence analysis and NGS (e.g., FastQ and FastA).
These formats have also served as a starting point for new
users to add conversions to the BioConvert project. Fig-
ur e 7 pr esents the same graph, with f ormats and con ver-
sions grouped by scientific domains. We identified eight
main domains: variant calling, sequencing, phylogeny, as-
sembly, read alignment, coverage, annotation, and com-
pression. Most of the formats in BioConvert are related to
NGS, due to the projects’s de v elopers specializating in this
area. Howe v er, forma ts rela ted to other omics disciplines
such as proteomics could also be implemented in BioCon-
vert . In Figure 6 , some nodes do not have names (just a small
cir cle). They corr espond to logical gates that accept multiple
inputs or outputs. For example, the FastQ format consists
of both a sequence and its quality. The sequence is stored in
FastA format, while the quality information is usually dis-
carded if only the sequence is of interest. In BioConvert , it
is possible to convert a FastQ file into either its FastA or
quality file, or to save both using the following syntax as
illustrated in Figure 8 . 

BioConvert also supports compressed and uncompressed
input and output files for certain formats. For instance, the
fastq2fasta conversion r equir es no extra input from the
user. It can detect common compressed file extensions (such
as bzip and gunzip), and automatically decompress input
files and compress output files based on the gi v en e xtension.

Benchmarks 

In BioConvert , most converters have only one method
availab le. Howe v er, around 30% of the conversions have
2 or 3 methods, as shown in Figure 9 . One conversion,
fastq2fasta , has 9 methods, which was used as a prac-
tical example during the initial setup of the BioConvert
frame wor k. 

When a conversion provides multiple methods, a default
method needs to be specified. This is usually based on
expert knowledge or the best-performing method. While
many benchmar ks hav e been pub lished for specific software
tools ( 19–21 ), local computing r esour ces, the input file’s na-
ture, and hard disk performance can all impact benchmark-
ing results. To address this, we have implemented a bench-
mar k frame wor k within BioCon v ert tha t can be run locally
on any input file. This is known as single-mode benchmark-
ing. For example, the benchmark of the fastq2fasta
conversion (Figure 10 ) consists of running each method N
times (5 by default) to account for fluctuations and cal-
culate the average and standard deviation across all meth-
ods. This allows users to determine the best method to
use on their own infrastructure. In Figures 2– 5, users sim-
ply need to add an argument (-b -I) to obtain plots such
as the one shown in Figure 10 ; the -b argument com-
putes the benchmark while the -I argument creates the
image. 

While the single-mode benchmark is generally adequate,
the error bars might be wider than the gap between two
groups, and various external factors such as concurrent pro-
cesses running on the same system can impact the runtime
of a particular method in the conversion process. To miti-
gate this issue and ensure the reliability of the benchmark re-
sults, BioConvert also implements a multi-mode benchmark
tha t repea ts the single-mode benchmark multiple times.
This is achie v ed using a Snak emak e ( 18 ) pipeline (See Data
and Software availability section for links). By doing so, we
obtain a more robust estimate of the median run time of
each conversion method. The input files (See Benchmark-
ing frame wor k section) used in this benchmar k / pipeline
ar e r etrie v ed automa tically to ensure tha t all de v elopers
are using the same files. The benchmark can also be run
on high-performance computers or locally, with the ability
to distribute processes more randomly. In the case of the
fastq2fasta conversion, we ran the multi-benchmark
on a high-performance computing (HPC) infrastructure. As
shown in Figure 11 , some methods had fluctuations when
run multiple times, but others wer e mor e stable, such as the
mawk method which sho wed lo w variability of the median
run time. 

The benchmark framework in BioConvert is useful not
only for comparing the performance of different conver-
sion methods but also for optimizing the local installation
of BioCon vert . De v elopers can use the frame wor k to v er-
ify pre vious benchmar k results or to evaluate the impact of
software updates. For instance, in Figure 12 , the conversion
from BAM to SAM format was benchmarked using a local
installation of samtools version 1.7. The results showed
that sambamba was set as the default. Howe v er, when sam-
tools was updated to version v1.15, the benchmark results
changed significantly, and the default method was updated
accordingly. 

In addition to time performance, the BioConvert bench-
mark can also be run to compare the CPU and memory
usage. 

T r ansiti ve con version 

Although BioConvert can already perform 100 conversions
with 50 different formats, it also includes an experimen-
tal feature called transiti v e conv ersion that enab les users to
convert a file from format A to format C through an indi-
rect r oute, pr ovided tha t a pa th such as A → B → C exists.
For example, if a user needs to convert a FastQ file to FAA
(amino acid sequence), a user can first convert the FastQ file
to a FastA file, and then use the FastA to FAA conversion.
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Figure 6. Formats and conversions available in BioConvert are represented as a directed acyclic graph. Nodes correspond to formats and edges correspond 
to conversions. Colors indicate the degree of each format (number of connections / conversions that a node / format has in the graph). 

Figure 7. The formats included in BioCon vert cov er NGS formats. In this graph, nodes (formats) are clustered according to their field of expertise. We 
could identify se v eral topics including variant calling, phylogeny, sequencing data, alignments, ... 

Figure 8. Example of conversion that produces two output files. 

Figure 9. Number of methods implemented in each conversion. Most have 
only 1 or 2 methods. 
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-a’ option. It should be noted, howe v er, tha t informa tion 

ay be lost in the process (e.g., quality information is lost 
hen converting from F astQ to F astA). Nonetheless, this 
eature can be useful in certain situations. 

 website deployment 

ioConvert is a Python-based tool that can be installed 

n any modern platform with Python 3. It r equir es sev- 
ral external tools, which can be installed using Conda, 
 or example. It ma y be difficult f or some users to in-
tall all dependencies. Ther efor e, in addition to a lo- 
al installation, a w e b-based instance of BioConvert is 
lso available, hosted on the Institut Pasteur w e bsite at 
ttps: // bioconvert.pasteur.cloud. The backend of the w e b- 
ite is powered by the flask microframe wor k to handle the 
pload of user’s files or dynamically proposed conversion 

ased on the input file extension. The w e bsite is scalable and 

anaged by Kubernetes, a container orchestration platform 

ha t automa tes deployment, scaling, and management of 
ontainerized applications. Nonetheless, the w e bsite uses 
he default conversion method only, and does not include 
onversions that r equir e extra arguments. Additionally, the 
nput file size is limited to 1GB. Ther efor e, for larger files 
r more complex computations, it is recommended to use a 
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Figure 10. Single-mode benchmar king. BioCon vert provides a sub- 
command to compare the computational time of all methods available 
within a gi v en conv erter (here F astQ to F astA). Each method is run se v eral 
times to estimate the average time for each method as well as the standard 
errors. In this instance, the mawk method gi v es the best performance. Re- 
sults and error bars may fluctuate depending on hardware performances 
and concurrent running processes. Benchmark obtained with a SSD hard 
disk, with compressed input and uncompressed output files. 

Figur e 11. The m ulti-mode benchmark of the fastq2fasta conversion 
involves repeating the single-mode benchmark multiple times to better un- 
derstand the variability within a method and provide more confidence in 
determining the fastest method. The mawk method has consistently low 

variation and is one of the fastest methods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Benchmarking of the bam2sam converter with four methods 
implemented in BioConvert . The only difference between top and bottom 

panels is related to the version of samtools used for benchmark (1.7 and 
1.15 respecti v ely). In the top panel, the performance of samtools and 
sambamba were similar, while in the bottom panel, samtools was 2- 
3 times faster. This difference can be attributed to the updated version of 
samtools resulting in a significantly increased performance. 
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customised deployment (see Data and Software Availability
section) . 

CONCLUSION 

We de v eloped BioCon vert in response to the dramatic in-
crease in the number of bioinf ormatic f ormats and the grow-
ing need for multiple conversions between them. BioConvert
facilitates transparent conversion between many formats by
integrating external tools and libraries, or implementing its
own simple conversions. With a consistent syntax, BioCon-
vert can handle 50 file formats and 100 conversions, in-
cluding e xisting conv ersions in domains such as sequenc-
ing, read alignment, variant calling, and phylogenetics. It
offers both an ‘implicit’ mode (based on file extension), and
an ‘explicit’ mode (user-specified extensions). Additionally,
BioConvert includes a benchmarking framework to deter-
mine the most efficient method for a gi v en conv ersion. 

We belie v e that the future evolution of BioConvert will
be dri v en by community involv ement. To foster community
enga gement, we encoura ge contrib utions via GitHub issues
and pull requests at the project’s repository. With its flex-
ibility and e xtensibility, BioCon vert can incorporate addi-
tional formats and conversions, such as specialized single-
cell, proteomics, and system biology formats. Our aim is to
provide a comprehensi v e set of conversion tools for the life
sciences within a unified frame wor k. 

Finally, BioConv ert of fers a w e b interface that can be de-
ployed on w e b servers. An instance is available at biocon-
vert.pasteur.cloud. 

DA T A A V AILABILITY 

The source code for BioConvert is available on GitHub
under the github.com / biocon vert / biocon vert repository,
with package releases posted on pypi.org w e bsite. Ad-
ditionally, pr e-compiled binaries ar e built in the Bio-
conda ( 7 ) project to ensur e r eproducibility, and Bio-
conda releases also provide biocontainers available on
qua y.io / repository / biocontainers / biocon vert w e bsite. 
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The source code for the BioConvert w e bsite can be found 

n https: // gitlab.pasteur.fr / salsa / bioconvert. 
The BioConvert command line can easily be parallellised 

nd executed on HPC infrastructure using Snak emak e ( 18 ) 
r Nextflow ( 22 ), as demonstrated in the Supplementary 

ection. 
The Snak emak e script mentioned in the text to perform 

obust benchmarking is available online in the repository 

nd through the online documentation. 
A ppropriate A pptainer containers, containing all third- 

arty tools r equir ed by BioConvert , can be found on Zen- 
do as part of the Damona project. The BioConvert con- 
ainer DOI is https: // zenodo.org / record / 7704649. Addi- 
ionally, the Sequana ( 6 ) project also provide a parallelized 

ersion called sequana bioconvert, which is also available 
n pypi.org, and provides a simple user interface to BioCon- 
ert . Indeed sequana bioconvert downloads a ready-to-use 
pptainer container from the Damona project mentionned 

bove. See Supplementary for installation and example. 
All figur es wer e cr eated with a Jup yter notebook available 

n the Bioconvert repository. 

UPPLEMENT ARY DA T A 

upplementary Data are available at NARGAB Online. 
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